Rock Historian and Host of VH1’s That Metal Show, Eddie Trunk
Proclaims Vittorio and Vincenzo the World’s Greatest 13 Year Old Rockers
After V2 Blows the Roof Off the HOUSE of ROCK with 17 Song Concert!
Eddie Trunk flew all the way out from New Jersey to see Vittorio and Vincenzo perform.
Trunk interrupted Vittorio and Vincenzo’s final bows to present them with a personally signed,
VH1 That Metal Show rock guitar. Trunk acknowledged Vittorio and Vincenzo’s musical prowess and
thanked them for carrying the torch of Rock N Roll for the next generation.
Santa Rosa, CA: 13 year old
local boys Vittorio and Vincenzo
of V2 (pronounced V Squared)
rocked and wowed the sold out
crowd of rock fans at Rock Star
University’s HOUSE OF ROCK
and left no doubt in the minds
of everyone in attendance they
are the greatest rock musicians

here, right now in
Santa Rosa.
Vittorio and
Vincenzo powered
through their 17
song set like seasoned pros, playing
their original music
that has reached #1

That Metal Show host, Eddie
Trunk, who flew from New Jersey to see Vittorio and Vincenzo
perform. Eddie Trunk thanked
Vittorio and Vincenzo for carrying the torch of Rock N Roll

Vittorio and Vincenzo accept a personally signed
guitar from rock historian, Eddie Trunk
of their age in the world today.
Known as “The Little Rockers
with the BIG Sound” Vittorio
and Vincenzo blew the roof off
the venue with a high energy, 17
song set composed of their own,
award winning original songs,
plus note for note covers of Led

Zeppelin’s Rock N Roll,
Black Sabbath’s War
Pigs, Lynyrd Skynyrd’s
Gimme 3 Steps, Grand
Funk Railroad’s American Band, KISS’ Rock
N Roll All Night, and
AC/DC’s High Voltage,
and It’s a Long Way to
the Top, complete with
bagpipes!
Performing a Fan
Appreciation Concert to
release their new, fourth
album, Rock N Rods,
Vittorio and Vincenzo
opened the show to the
delight of their fans with
Vincenzo rising out of
the stage on his drum
set playing the drum
intro to Led Zeppelin’s
Rock N Roll as Vittorio, playing
lead guitar ran on stage pounding out the chords. Backed up by
Cameron “Frankenstein” Peterson on a custom, axe bass guitar,
Vincenzo nailed Robert Plant’s
vocal inflections and everyone
in the audience knew they were,
once again, witnessing Rock N
Roll history being made right

on Internet rock
radio charts, interspersed with cover
songs from some
of the most iconic rock bands in
the world.
Midway through the concert,
Vittorio surprised and delighted the packed house
by jumping off the stage
and walking among the
audience as he demonstrated his solo prowess
with an original song he
wrote entitled, Guitar
Man. Vittorio played flawless, scorching solos like a
guitar hero three times his
age as he moved among
his fans young and old.
Floored by his up close
and personal performance,
members of the audience
talked about Guitar Man
after the show, as one of
the many unbelievable
highlights of the night.

Another fan favorite was Vittorio and Vincenzo’s cover of
AC/DC’s It’s a Long Way to the
Top, complete with bagpipes
played by champion piper Fred
Payne. Many in the audience
remarked that Vittorio and Vincenzo’s cover of AC/DC’s It’s a
Long Way to the Top was the best
live version they had ever heard.

The boys thought
they had ended the
epic rock concert
with a cover of
Grand Funk Railroad’s
American
Band, but their final
bows were interrupted by rock historian, and VH1’s

Greatest 13 Year Old Rockers!”
The guitar was signed by Eddie
Trunk. After thanking Eddie,
Vittorio confirmed that Eddie’s
favorite band when growing up
was KISS. Eddie shared that the
first rock concert he ever attend-

Vittorio and Vincenzo powered through their
17 song set of originals and epic covers like seasoned pros,
thrilling the packed house.
for the next generation and ed back in the 70’s was a KISS
presented the boys with a cus- concert. So Vincenzo jumped
tom, VH1 That Metal Show, back on his drums and asked the
Telecaster electric rock guitar crowd if they wanted to hear anwith the inscription, “To Vit- other song. The response from
torio and Vincenzo, World’s the packed room was enthusiastically “YES!” V Squared then
launched into KISS’ rock anthem, I Want to Rock N Roll
All Night and Party Every
Day as the audience was on
their feet joining in on the
chorus.
With all their success and
fame, Vittorio and Vincenzo
remain humble and thankful, spending the rest of the
night signing autographs and
posing for pictures with their
fans, young and old alike.
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Join the Free V2 Fan Club at www.VSquared.rocks for Invitations to V2 Private Rehearsals and
Fan Appreciation Events. Download Vittorio and Vincenzo’s Award Winning Albums at http://itunes.vsquared.rocks

